PAPER FEED KIT REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS FOR
BROTHER HL-2460N LASER PRINTERS

1. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

To avoid creating secondary problems by mishandling, follow the warnings and precautions below during maintenance work.

⚠️ WARNING

(1) Always turn off the power switch and unplug the power cord from the power outlet before accessing any parts inside the printer.

(2) Some parts inside the printer are extremely hot immediately after the printer is used. When opening the front cover or rear cover to access any parts inside the printer, never touch the red colored parts shown in the following figures.

2. PARTS REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE

1.1 AC Cord

(1) Disconnect the AC cord from the printer AC inlet.

---

Fig. 1-1
1.3 Paper Cassette

(1) Pull out the paper tray unit from the printer and remove the paper from the paper tray unit.

(2) Caution not to lose the Separation pad spring when removing the pad holder. Push the hooks of the separation pad ASSY inwards to release them and stand the separation pad ASSY. Remove the separation pad spring, release the two pins of the separation pad ASSY and remove the separation pad ASSY.
(3) Install the separation pad spring into the cassette tray. Take the new separation pad and insert the two pins of the separation pad into the cassette tray, pivot the separation pad downwards until the pad hooks into the cassette tray. Check that the pad moves freely up and down when pushed downward.

1.4 Paper Pick-up Roller ASSY

(1) Remove the paper feed roller ASSY 45 from the paper feed roller shaft by releasing the hook.

(2) Install the new paper feed roller ASSY 45 onto the paper feed roller shaft and rotate the roller until the flat spot on the roller allows the hook to lock into the shaft.

(3) Install the paper cassette back into the printer.

(4) Plug in the AC power cord.

(5) Turn on the printer's power switch.

3. HIDDEN PARTS LIFE RESET MENU

1.5 Parts Life Reset Function

This function is used by service personnel only when changing the periodical replacement parts to clear the life counter. To operate this function, press the “Go” and “+” switches together until the menu “RESET PARTS LIFE” appears on the LCD display. Select the required item PF Kit1 using the “+/−” switches, then press the “Set” switch.